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American Helvetia
Philatelic Society

Plating of the
750th Anniversary of the City of Bern Issue

by Richard T. Hall, with the kind assistance of Pierre Guinand

Perhaps the best known plate variety on modern Swiss stamps is the so-called "Spider on the
Hammer" variety of the 1941 750 th Anniversary of the City of Bern issue (Zumstein 253 .2.01). What is
probably less known is that the other 99 stamps from that printing plate can also be identified . Pierre
Guinand presented the plating of the four sheets of 25 from the printing plate of the Bern issue in the

October 1974 issue of the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) (Vol. 87, No. 10, 1974, pp . 305-307).
Monsieur Guinand has kindly lent me the original photographs which appeared in the 1974 article . I
have scanned them and enhanced their contrast . These four photographs are presented here as
Figures 1-4.

Let me translate or paraphrase M . Guinand's 1974 article, as it contains some important notes
on plating this issue.

First of all, M . Guinand acknowledges the work of Herr Kalt-Baldinger of Turgi who completed

the plating of this issue prior to, and independently of, M . Guinand. Both results were identical.

Each of four figures is a summary of a complete sheet of 25 stamps . M. Guinand limited
himself to only varieties visible with the naked eye, but it is clear that a good magnifying glass would
not be useless. The numbers give the position of the stamp in the sheet . M. Guinand felt that the best

numbering would be from 1 to 25 for each sheet rather than a total numbering from 1 to 100 . As far as
possible, each stamp was determined by three or four characteristic flaws, which avoids any error or
uncertainty. The position of the stamp on the sheet is given as, for example, "B 12" for the 12th stamp
(second stamp in row 3, the sheets were 5 x 5) of the sheet B, and so on.

Other important comments are:

• the black or red horizontal lines ("Haarstriche, Wischstriche") are not constant varieties . One
can find similar features on any stamp of the plate.

• the later printed sheets show some wear in the gray portions of the design, particularly between
the letters of the word HELVETIA.

• sheet A is richest in prominent varieties, while sheets B and D exhibit only miniscule
imperfections.

• the white spots in the figure 1 of 10 (sheet A, 11th stamp) and in the bottom of the shield (sheet
C, 12th stamp) were caused by a foreign object on the plate . They disappeared after a cleaning.
Therefore one can find A 11 and C 12 with or without these spots . We observed:

Sheet A :

	

Sheet 17213: without spot on the 11th stamp

Sheet 23197: with spot
Sheet 68277: without spot

Sheet C :

	

Sheet 25244: without spot on the 12th stamp
Sheet 32474: with spot
Sheet 36580: without spot .

	

(continued on page 11)
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President's Message
One of the most rewarding aspects of col-

lecting is interfacing with people with like inter-
ests. Attending AHPS conventions affords this
opportunity . International shows like Washing-
ton 2006 gives us exposure to overseas dealers,
exhibitors and collectors.

The AHPS convention is April 28-30 in
San Francisco . Join your fellow Swiss collectors,
view wonderful exhibits and enjoy a great city.

Washington 2006 International Show is
May 27-June 3, 2006 . AHPS will not have a ta-
ble at the show, but we will advise at a late date
a meeting place and times.

I look forward to see you at one or both
shows.

2006 AHPS Convention
This April at WESTPEX

The 2006 convention of AHPS will be
April 28-30 at the San Francisco Airport Mar-
riott Hotel, in connection with the WESTPEX
Stamp Show. The hours of the show will be
10:00 a .m . to 6:30 p .m . Friday, 10 .00 a .m . to 6:00
p.m. Saturday, and 10 :00 a.m . to 4 :00 p.m. Sun-
day .

There will be 307 frames of exhibit space.
A prospectus is available at the WESTPEX web-
site at http ://www .westpex .com for forms and
information on the show. Those members who
are not computer-oriented may request a pro-
spectus from Ross Towle, 400 Clayton Street,
San Francisco, CA 94117. There may still be

time to enter your exhibit

Show admission is $3, which is good for
all three days. Children accompanied by adults
are free . Discounted parking is $1 per hour or
$5 per day, if validated at the WESTPEX recep-

tion desk.

The San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel
is just south of the San Francisco Airport . The

Hotel provides free shuttle service between the
hotel and the airport (and from the airport,
BART can take you to downtown San Francisco).
The WESTPEX rate at the hotel is $94 per night

(plus taxes at 12.4%) for a single or a double
room .

Among the activities:

• Another fine seminar has been planned by
Harlan Stone . Pro Juventute stamps on and
off cover will be the subject of the AHPS
Seminar to held on Friday from 2 :00 to 4:00

p.m. in the Santa Barbara Room . Bruce
Marsden has agreed to put some material on
display . All other members are invited to

bring related pages from their collections,
along with questions.

• After the Friday afternoon seminar all

members and their guests are invited to
meet (carpool, with the help of the hotel
van) for a family style continental dinner in-
cluding cheese fondue, chicken cacciatore,

and beef stroganoff at the nearby restaurant
Stella Alpina Osteria . The cost of the meal,
including tax and gratuity, will be $45.
Please reserve in advance by sending a

check payable to Bruce Marsden to : Bruce
Marsden, 20 Whitney Road, Short Hills, NJ
07078.

• The AHPS business meeting will be Satur-
day 10 :00 a .m . to noon. This is a great op-
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portunity for all members of AHPS to meet
the officers and to contribute ideas to

improve the society.

• The Palmares dinner Saturday evening will
be at the hotel, but tickets ($48 per person)
must be bought in advance.

• A tour of the Western Philatelic Library can
be arranged on Sunday. This library has a
very extensive bibliography with over 6000
Swiss entries and over 1000 Liechtenstein
entries. Chuck LaBlonde has donated his
very extensive philatelic library also . This
tour will be arranged by Dale Eggen . We

need a count of AHPS members interested
in the tour of this great library . Please con-
tact Dale Eggen at d eggen@juno.com if you
are interested.

• Schuyler Rumsey Auctions of San Francisco
will conduct an auction at the hotel ; the
three sessions will be 1 :00 p .m. on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.

• There may be an informal swap session
Sunday morning for AHPS members ; ask

around at the show, or volunteer your own
hotel room!

This should be a wonderful show, in one
of the great cities in the world . We hope to see

many members at the show.

Book Review
The Postal History of World War Il Mail between
New Zealand and Switzerland by Robin M.
Startup and Charles J . LaBlonde . 8 ½ by 11
inches, spiral bound, 136 pages, soft covers, pub-
lished simultaneously by the Postal History Society
of New Zealand, New Market NZ and the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society, Asheville NC, 2005 .

NZ$ 25 plus postage from Postal History Society of
New Zealand, PO Box 2121, Stoke, Nelson, New
Zealand, or US$ 20 postpaid to US and Canada
addresses, £15 or €25 elsewhere from Charles J.
LaBlonde, 15091 Ridgefield Lane, Colorado
Springs CO 80921-3554.

Following a list of acronyms and abbre-

viations used in the book, the authors set the
stage by briefly describing the situations in
Switzerland and New Zealand immediately pre-

ceding World War II, followed by a discussion of
the role of the International Red Cross in treat-
ing mail during the war . This includes POW
mail and the message scheme letters for civil-

ians .

Separate chapters describe the handling
of mail between the two countries (from – to) for

both surface mail and air mail . Other chapters

detail the means of censorship in both countries
covering the various devices such as hand-
stamps, resealing labels, and advice slips . One
area that requires additional research is the use

of capital letter handstamps in New Zealand,
called Alpha Control marks in the book, that
were placed on foreign language letters that

were believed to be sent to translators before be-
ing censored.

The concluding chapter records signifi-
cant events during the war, from 1938 to 1945,
that are reflected in many postal history items.

A generous group of cover illustrations of quite
good quality are used throughout the book to

show examples of the markings and devices de-
scribed as well as explanations of rates . Two ap-
pendices tabulate the postage rates during this
period from one country to the other . A third ap-

pendix reproduces two British post office pam-
phlets pertaining to the subject.

(continued on page 8)
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Historic Portraits of 1941
by Bernhard Glutz

Chapter 2: The 50-Centime and 60-Centime Stamps

The 50-Centime Stamp : Oath of the Three Confederates
The theme of the dark green 50-centime stamp, "Oath of the Three Con-

federates," is still of interest today . The impressive monument by James Vibert
in the central staircase of the Swiss Federal Building in Bern is periodically open
to the public . The stamp was sold for 8½ years with a total printing of 55.9 mil-
lion, i .e . about 7 million per year.

Today a postage rate of 50 centimes is valid only for national mass mail-
ings (B-mail) . But in 1941 and the following years a 50-centime stamp carried
many important pieces of mail both national and international . Some examples of domestic mail car-
ried for 50 centimes:

Express postcard

Express local cover
Writ of execution
Einzugsauftrag (up to 100 francs)
COD by card

COD by cover
Parcel of 1 kilogram
Registered and urgent local cover

Post Office Circular for lost registered mail

Some examples of international mail carried for 50 cen-
times :

Airmail (up to 20g) in Europe until 1948

Airmail (up to 20g) to North Africa until 1948
Surface mail (21 to 40g) worldwide until 1948
Registered mail within the border area (Rayon

Limitrophe or RL) until 1948

On 1 March 1948 a general postal rate increase for in-
ternational services took place:

Postcard

20g cover surface mail
Weight surcharge per 20g
Registration
Express mail

Urgent surcharge
Border area mail (RL)
Airmail surcharge Europe (20g)

The postal rate increase of 1 March 1948 caused
PTT customers increased cost and also created an in-
creased workload for post office employees . Until 28
February 1948, single stamps were available for most
current services . But, from 1 March 1948, many frank-
ings had to be made up of more than one stamp (com-

bined frankings).

The airmail surcharge in Europe was 20 centimes from 1 January 1941 to 28 February 1948 for

20 —* 25 centimes

30 —> 40 centimes
20 —> 25 centimes
30 —* 40 centimes

60 —> 80 centimes
20 —> 40 centimes
20 —> 25 centimes
20 —> 0 centimes

This local COD cover for a total of 10 .30 francs, posted
on Monday, 22 July 1946 in Basel, was forwarded to the
addressee on the Bürgenstock and first taxed with the
difference of 10 centimes (local to national) . On the Bür-
genstock the cover was taxed again for 20 centimes, for
urgent service, noted on the back with a violet "Urgent"
sticker . The missing 10 centimes charged in Basel was
not collected.

Local registered cover, posted on Tuesday 21 July 1942
7:00 p .m . (after regular office hours : therefore Urgent).
Postage 10 (basic) + 20 (Registration) + 20 (Urgent) =
50 centimes.
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a 20-gram cover . We must remember that during
the war civil air transportation was very restricted.

It was available in Germany and the territories
under German occupation until the end of 1944 or
early 1945 but with increasing restrictions . Avail-
ability in Italy was only until 1942.

Similar restrictions applied to postal rela-

tions with the neutral neighbour countries . Regu-

lar airmail connection existed with Great Britain as
well as neutral country, Portugal . For airmail from
Switzerland to Great Britain via Germany (Stutt-

gart – Barcelona – Lisbon – London) the surcharge
was 20 centimes but, for the alternate route (Italy –
Spain – Lisbon – London) the surcharge was 30

centimes until March 1942 but later only 20 cen-
times. Many mailers chose the more expensive al-
ternative to avoid passing mail through Germany.
However, from January 1943, the route via Stutt-

gart – Berlin (Nazi censorship) – Stuttgart – Lisbon
became the only possible airmail service until late
1944 .

In occupied Germany after 1945 airmail

services were provided by the civil carriers of the

The 50 centimes postage for a cover to France on 23 February
1942 is for the 21-40 g category . Forwarding was only possible
because the eventual address was in the non-occupied territory
of France (Vichy France) .

The New Year card of 7 December 1942 from Basel to
Norwich could not reach its destination. The airmail cover was

correctly franked with 50 Centimes (30 Centimes basic + 20
centimes airmail surcharge) and sent to the responsible post
office in Geneva . At this time period the Swiss PTT had a
substantial backlog of mail to Great Britain and to overseas
countries ; all mail had to be sent via Lisbon in neutral Portu-
gal . Another reason for the backlog was reduced postage for
Christmas and New Year cards and covers. On the other
hand, the so far unoccupied part of France (Vichy-France)
was occupied on 11 November 1942 by German troops ; the
transit of mail from Switzerland through France was tempo-
rarily stopped and reopened only on 21 January 1943 . During
the period November 1942 to January 1943, negotiations of
the Swiss PTT with the Swiss foreign office and the German
foreign office were held . Whenever possible and reasonable,
mail was returned to the sender from Geneva.

occupying countries . From 1 March 1948 the air-

mail surcharge in Europe was dropped.

It may be surprising to discover that, de-
spite the millions of the 50 centime stamps

printed, it is still rather difficult to find well pre-
served commercial or private covers from this

time period. Covers sent abroad are best found in

the destination countries. The catalog values of

such covers reflect the frequent uses of the stamp

and are relatively low . Accordingly, interesting

covers are often not considered worth an illustra-
tion . It is therefore difficult to locate and

purchase interesting items .

January 2006

The 60-Centime Stamp : William Tell
The Museum of Arts in the city of Solothurn owns the original

painting of the famous Swiss artist Ferdinand Hodler showing William

Tell with his crossbow . This painting is the source for the 60 centime
stamp of the Historic Portrait series . The American Helvetia Philatelic

Society (AHPS) has chosen this stamp for its logo. The stamp is printed in

brown on yellowish (chamois) paper.

When one has light prints on light paper, color variations, printing

peculiarities, and other varieties are much easier to find and identify.
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They exist on this 60 centime stamp.

What were the main uses for the 60 centime stamp?

Domestic mail:
Express letters until 31December 1946
Registered letters with "Urgent" posting

(after post office working hours)
Parcels greater than l kilogram

Requests for payment

We must remember that during the 1940s
the basic domestic postage had remained

unchanged, namely local letter and post card 10 cen-
times, domestic letter 20 centimes and registration
20 centimes.

The "Urgent" Surcharge was raised on 1
March 1948 from 20 to 40 centimes.

International registered cover to "German East ." In Switzerland
there were numerous internment camps for Polish soldiers.
Their mail services were ensured by the Swiss Feldpost, which
also decided if the mail had to pass Swiss military censorship.
The orange sticker "Feldpost – Zivilpost" is mostly removed
after the PTT takeover of the mail, leaving only orange traces
on the cover . The cover posted on 22 April 1941 could not be
delivered and was returned to Switzerland. The arrival date
was 3 May 1941 . The sender was meanwhile in the Herisau
camp.

International mail:
For international mail the 60 centime

postage was mainly found on registered letters,
the basic postage for a cover up to 20 grams being
30 centimes and the registration surcharge an

additional 30 centimes or 60 centimes total, until
28 February 1948 .

Domestic parcel etiquette . A parcel of 1 to 2 .5 kilograms cost
60 centimes, as can be seen on the etiquette from Fafleralp
to Flueh . Parcels with intact stamps and legible markings
are rather difficult to find.

The "Express" Surcharge was raised in
two steps . The express surcharge in 1940 was 40

centimes (domestic express letter until 1946 60
centimes) . On 1 January 1947 the PTT raised
the express surcharge to 60 centimes (domestic
express letter to 80 centimes) . The express

surcharge was raised again, together with the new
international postage rates, to 80 centimes (do-
mestic express letter from 1 March 1948 1 franc).

On the same date (1 March 1948) new

postage for most services and surcharges for in-
ternational mail became valid.

"Urgent" domestic registered cover . Covers posted after office
hours were subjected to a surcharge . If the sender chose ex-
press handling he had to pay the (rather expensive) express
surcharge . For registered and non-registered covers an "Ur-
gent" surcharge had to be paid . On domestic covers a violet
"Urgent" sticker was attached, whereas for international mail
this sticker was not required . The postage is 20 centimes basic
letter + 20 centimes registration + 20 centimes urgent
surcharge = 60 centimes total.

Postage rates for European airmails have
already been discussed in Chapter 2 . A peculiar-
ity was the mail from Switzerland to Great Brit-

ain, which from June 1940 to the end of 1944
could not travel through France, but had to be routed via Lisbon, Portugal . Portugal was a neutral
country during World War II . Instead of the ordinary route with a distance of approximately 1000

January 2006
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kilometers, senders had to accept a detour of approximately 3000 kilometers . In those years, Lisbon
was an important crossroads for Swiss mail, not only to Great Britain, but especially for air and
surface mail across the Atlantic to North and South America.

For the route from Switzerland to Lisbon in the years 1940 to 1942 two possibilities were
available. One option was the Lufthansa connection via Stuttgart – Lyon – Barcelona – Madrid – Lis-
bon. The other option was the route via Rome – Barcelona – Madrid – Lisbon or particularly Locarno
– Rome – etc . or Locarno – Barcelona – etc . by the short-lived 1940 Swissair flights.

The airmail surcharge for Swiss mail to Great Britain via Germany was 20 centimes per 20

grams, the normal surcharge for European mail . But the "southern" route required a surcharge of 30
centimes. Therefore a letter on the "northern" route had a total postage of 50 centimes, a letter on the
"southern" route a total postage of 60 centimes (until 1942) . On either route the covers to Great Brit-
ain were Inspections by German censor authorities could bein transit weeks.approximately 2

avoided by choosing the southern route.

Mailers frequently chose registration of let-
ters during wartime ; senders felt that registered

mail would have a better chance of reaching the ad-
dressee . For the philatelist interested in postal
history, registered covers are most interesting since
they normally were marked on arrival, allowing de-

termination of the duration of transportation.

Covers to unusual destinations are quite dif-
ficult to find ; during the war there were more press-

ing problems than saving the incoming mail!

Correction : Chapter 1 of this series (July

TELL, p .6) mistakenly said that the stamps in
the series were produced by heliogravure . In

fact, they were engraved, by no less than the

legendary Karl Bickel.

Air mail cover to Afghanistan . The cover was sent on 20
February 1942 by surface mail to Lisbon, then via Africa to
Asia, where it was inspected by the Anglo-Russian-Persian
censor office . Arrival on 16 May 1942, in transit for 12
weeks.

Book Review
(Continued from page 4) Ten pages of

bibliography are grouped for New Zealand,
Switzerland, the International Committee of
the Red Cross, and WW II references for gen-
eral background material. The inside front

cover has a nice world map showing eastbound
routes via the United States, and westbound
routes via India . This is a very useful reference

for the study of wartime mail between these
two countries .

Alan Warren

Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS Conven-
tions and shows:

WESTPEX, April 28-30, 2006 – San Francisco.

See article on page 3.

St . Louis Stamp Expo, March 2-4, 2007 – St.
Louis; contact Michael Peter (see page 2 for ad-

dresses).
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

This issue's column will be somewhat abbreviated as our Editor's deadline precedes my receipt
of the November SBZ and its post office change list.

Let me start

off with a piece of
modern postal
history I'd like help in
understanding . Il-

lustrated in Figure
1 is a cropped cor-
ner from a small
letter packet I re-

ceived from Swit-
zerland . It weighed
between 2.5 and 3
ounces (70 to 85

grams, I don't have
a metric scale) . As
best I can tell, there is Fr3 .00 postage. (The US postage label covers up what I think is the right hand

stamp of the Joint Switzerland-China pair of 1998 .) I am curious about the US postage label which
has been affixed over the top of three of the stamps . What is its function? What routing did the
packet take, Basel to Pennsylvania or to Greensboro or Charlotte before entering the mail stream to
bring it to Asheville . For those of you unfamiliar with North Carolina, Greensboro is about 175 miles
east of Asheville and Charlotte is about 120 southeast . What are the numbers at the bottom of the
label? The "Z-28803" is my ZIP code . And why did what seems to be a piece of first class mail get
downgraded to Presorted Standard mail? Does anyone know about these labels?

There is one new K-cancel to report –

number 1624 from 1217 Meyrin 1 in canton
Genève, shown in Figure 2 . The slogan of the
city, "Cite des 5 Continents," is prominent on

the cancel as is the large globe monument
celebrating the diversity of the population of
Meyrin – people from 105 countries and 5 con-
tinents live and work there . The new Day of
the Stamp issue, shown in Figure 3, provides a
great tie-in to this new K-cancel.

Those of you who do not belong to the Verband Schweize-

rischer Philatelistenvereine do not receive the Swiss equivalent of our American Philatelist, the
Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) . Even if your knowledge of German or French is minimal, you
can still glean some important information from the magazine . The October issue has two articles of
great interest. Member Dr. Fabien Barnier has an article in it that must be the definitive work on

Swiss "Officially Sealed" labels . And Dr . Andreas Burkhardt and member Kurt Kimmel present the
first part of an x-ray analysis of the inks of the blue 10 Rappen Strubel (Zumstein 23) as a means to
identify the printing . Very interesting comparison of the identification of 15 different copies of this
stamp by 19 "Strubel experts" and the differences the x-ray analyses show.

Very slim pickings this time on post office changes . Member George Smith has requested that

I include with the closing information the name of the post office which assumed the services of the
closed post offices . For those of you interested in this information, I have a listing providing the
names of these "assuming" post offices . Drop me a line and a dollar, and I'll send one off to you.

Figure I . Packet from Basel

January 2006
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1. On October 15, 2005, the following post offices were closed:

1567 Delley (canton Fribourg) [assumed by 1566 St-Aubin]
7173 Surrein (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7172 Rabius]

2. On October 28, 2005, the post office at 2813 Ederswiler (canton Jura) was closed [assumed by 2814

Roggenburg]

This column is a two-way street . I've posed questions over the past several issues and haven't

heard from any of you, particularly on the question of the disposal of your collection . As our former

editor, Henry Ratz, used to write, "Talk to me!"

I hope all your holiday and new year celebrations left you eager to get back to your collections
and to give me some answers to my questions, and, if you have some, ask some new questions.

Profile of a Stamp Col-
lector: John Barrett

Like most
`"life-long" collectors, I

started out young
(eight years old) with
a simple worldwide

"Modern"

	

album
given to me by an un-
cle. From ads in
Classic Comics and

others, I accumulated
enough to fill up this
album by the time I
graduated from high

school .

College years put a temporary end to my
"indoor" hobby (I also played collegiate tennis

and baseball), but after college I bought a U .S.

"National," swapped for all U.S. stamps, and
became a "specialist ." In 1965 I joined the very
active Crescent City Stamp Club of New Or-
leans, where a wealth of incredible people met

and shared their knowledge – the Weill

brothers, Bill Bauer, etc.

During a three-month spell in 1966 in

Freiburg, Germany, I went into nearby Basel,
stumbled into the philatelic counter and loaded
up! I think I had found my new specialty!

Then at NOPEX (1967?) I met the late Felix
Ganz, who took the time to loot at my fledgling
Swiss exhibit and made suggestions about ar-
eas to collect, etc . After that, I was truly con-
verted, and sold all my U.S. to get those

Strubeli, Juventute, Patria, etc . I then became

a founding member of SASS (Swiss-American

Stamp Society), which merged to form AHPS a

few years later . During 1971-74 I was in Ire-

land (where I got my Ph .D . in biochemistry and

met my future wife) but didn't do much

collecting.

During 1979 to 1994 I lived in Ireland

working in the pharmaceutical area, and
started a stamp club there, the Galway P. S., as

well as making frequent visits to the London
stamp dens, and exhibited in both Stampa (Ire-

land) and Stampex (UK).

Being a chemist, I became very inter-
ested in the natural pigments that were used in

early stamp production, especially the early
Swiss and Austrian stamps (pre-1867). The

Strubels are particularly challenging in the di-
verse pigments that were used, including the

first synthetic dye known! I continue research
in this area.

I am very active in my local club

(www .mid-citiesstampclub.com) and continue

to exhibit at various levels . Our club is also

taking serious steps to bring young people back

into the hobby ; let's hope it's not too late!

1870's to 1970's postmarks collection: '
Alphabetical assembly of mostly clean full
strikes on stamps (many on original pieces),

plus some complete cards/covers, estimate 7500
items ranging from Aadorf, Aarau, Aarburg, to
Zwillikon, Zwingen, and Zwisschenfluh (and
including various TPOs and varieties/types

where relevant) . Many years and much effort.

Great for the postmark enthusiast . Seven full

boxes. $1930, shipping included . Contact Ed
Duliba, ed .duliba@cpkelco .com
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Plating of the
750 th Anniversary of the City of Bern Issue

(Continued from page 1) It is obviously an accidental variety, but one for which several
examples can be found . These two varieties are listed in the Zumstein Spezialkatalog Schweiz
as 253.2.02.

the colorless features ("Rasterfehler"), which are found on many Swiss or foreign stamps printed
by Courvoisier SA between 1940 and 1949, can be found in two positions : the Y-form flaw

between the feet of the duke on the 6th stamp of the sheet B, and on the right of the flag on the
11th stamp of the sheet C . The line ["strich"] flaw is found between the H and R of JAHRE, and

on the left side of the right hand figure's tunic . [Note, however, other "Rasterfehler " have been

later identified by Heinrich Kubli in his book, Rasterfehler im Atztiefdruck . The Morse-N flaw is
found on the chest of the right hand figure at the border of the shield . The Morse-O flaw is
found on the flag and the bean ("haricot") flaw is found on the hand of the mason .]

Recommended method for plating : initially locate on the stamp one or two characteristic flaws.
Then locate these flaws on one of the four figures ; the number in the margin will then give the

position of the stamp in the sheet illustrated in the photograph . One then can confirm the
classification by locating on the figure other flaws with the same number and by checking that they
are also on the stamp thus plated.

M . Guinand concludes "For the most demanding, it is also possible to reconstruct the plate

using the imperforate version of the stamps . . ."!! [Sure, at Sfr 400 per mint copy! There were only 36 of
each of the 4 sheets issued .]

Following are Figures 1-4, corresponding to sheets A-D . For those of you who have never seen

the "Spider on the hammer" variety, look at sheet A, stamp 5.

Happy plating!
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New Members
AHPS is delighted to welcome one new

member since we last reported, as well as
reinstatements of Roger Amsler, Murray

Feshbach, Jeffrey Kaplan, George Klee, John
Larson, Nyle Monday , Ralph Nussbaum,
Bruce Ross, and Edgar Zysset:

Bob Almquist — life member!
Minnesota
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Sekula Cinderellas : a Philatelic Phootnote
by George Struble

Eugen Sekula was a member of a family active as stamp
dealers. At least one of the brothers was involved in several
forgeries and fraudulent promotions . This article is about a
relatively harmless one . In 1930 Eugen Sekula had a set of
labels printed, as shown at the right. The printing is in black, on
surface-printed paper 3 ct . yellow, 5 ct . green, 10 ct . purple,
and 20 ct. red. Recently a stamp collector asked Dick Hall
what these were ; Dick forwarded the inquiry to several of us,

and reported the reply from Harry Winter plus an SBZ article
of January 1959 that he found.

Harry Winter has a small sales folder from Sekula, whose text includes — in English : "Permis-
sion for the use of these franks was granted me by the Luzern postal authorities on Sept . 30th of this
year. Postverwaltung Lucerne 30th IX 1930 . The enclosed is for the purpose of sending cash by frank.
The further use of these stamps is strictly prohibited ." The phrase "send cash by frank" may be a mis-
translation. It appears that Mr. Sekula sought to create the impression that these were stamps that
could frank mail. The card below is an illustration of his attempts . The postal authorities sent Mr.
Sekula a stern letter on October 24 objecting to the inscriptions "Taxe perçue" and "Helvetia" among
other things . The cited regulation required that the bulk mail items be imprinted with an indicium

indicating bulk rate postage paid, but it is not permitted to show a denomination or the country of
origin. Sekula's folder quotes from this letter — still in English -- "'Such franking must be considered as a
counterfeiting of the authorized stamps in the sense of article 59 of the postal Laws, for which reason
their further use is forbidden .' /District Postmaster : Willi" The folder's text concludes with "These
stamps were, accordingly, in circulation from October 9th to 20th, 1930 ; because of the short period of
circulation they are very rare ." It appears that Sekula first manipulated the Swiss postal authorities
into authorizing the use of these labels for — something — and then misused the permission in order to
draw a reprimand which he happily quoted to publicize his philatelic rarities.

At ROMPEX I bought a postcard
whose only "stamp" is the 5 ct . Sekula

label; the card is shown at the left. The

postmark is 10.X.30, within the period of
"circulation" claimed by Sekula . I showed

this card to Dr. Glutz, one of our Swiss
visitors, who explained to me that the P .P.
cancellation was applied to items of a bulk
mailing to show that postage had been

paid in bulk for the whole mailing. The
Sekula label thus was irrelevant to the
payment of postage! The card was missent
to Endicott, NY; a postal clerk there saw

an uncancelled stamp, and gave it a nice
Endicott Union Station cancellation of Oc-
tober 21 as he sent it on to Union NJ.

Harry Winter's sales folder shows pictures of four pieces of mail rather like this card, with re-
turn addresses in four different cities, all with the same Luzern P .P. postmark but with different
dates. The cards are probably not plentiful, but the mint labels are far from rare . Mr. Sekula suc-
ceeded in creating the perception of a philatelic item, and based on an admittedly small sample, I
would guess that at least dozens of AHPS members own these labels!

There is much more to the story of the Sekulas' escapades ; we hope to publish another article!
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